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If you are looking for a comprehensive, detailed, easy to understand reference guide to the history,

approaches and routes of the peaks of the Grand Tetons...look no further. Complete with Topos,

black and white Arial photographs, and hand drawn route diagrams, this guide is a "must have" in

any mountaineer's quiver of guide books. The book opens with a history of the Grand Teton Range

and introduces readers to the men and women who explored and developed many of the modern

routes enjoyed by all today; particularly the "bold" first accents of the early Teton pioneers Paul

Petzoldt and Glenn Exum. The meat of the book can be found in the remaining pages covering

everything from, recommended equipment, mountain safety, to detailed accounts of the climbs and

approaches on all the jagged peaks of the Teton Range.As a climber of 20+ years, I found this book

to be extremely helpful on my trips to the Tetons and highly recommend this guide to anyone

entertaining the possibility of climbing or hiking in the Teton Range. Whether you are a seasoned

climber, or are considering cutting your teeth in one of the most spectacular mountain ranges the

United States has to offer, consider this resource a must!

When in the summer of 2002 I was researching a resource book that would help me climb the

Grand. After reading through numerous reviews on  I was thrilled to hear how highly regarded this

book was, and without a doubt it's a single most useful book I have ever owned, besides

Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills, of course.If you consider to climb anything in the Tetons,

look at this book to guide you through the difficult approaches, its photos are really detailed and

offer enough inside information to pinpoint your destination and the routes of ascend.This is it, buy it

and take it with you on all your Teton Climbs ( or take the pages you need to save the bulky weight).

I have climbed many of the peaks in the Teton's and have heard one of the authors speak in Idaho

Falls, That co-author was Randy Jackson. Excellent Book. I also knew Al Baxter , that BAXTER'S

PINNACLE was named after. Take Care, Ed Turner.

Bought this as a gift for a friend who wanted to hike and climb the Teton Range. Excellent resource

with trail maps and pictures. Highly recommend it.

Very comprehensive and gives a great balance of general info, trail info, and approach/canyon info.

The most thorough guidebook I've ever seen, and THE authority on mountaineering in the Tetons.



This edition is great. I have been to the Tetons before and the route pictures realy help. It also has

the contact information for the local guides and Park Service to help you plan your adventure.

Excellent book. Clearly describes hundreds of routes with climbing topo's and ratings. Highly

recommended.
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